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Abstract. In our article we propose a case study on the character of the veneration of neomartyrs of Sofia 
in the 16th century and a review of the related literature. We try to argue that the aims of their veneration were 
religious and political, and that these aims were attained through the exaltation of the Christian faith and the creation 
and maintaining of a historical memory. The direction of the intended results, however, is not anti-Ottoman, but 
anti-Islamic; the veneration urged to consolidate the Orthodox Christian congregation. It is to the people of the 
Orthodox confession, not to the national (in this period mostly “ethnical”) community, that the veneration of 
the neomartyrs was addressed. The strengthening of the congregation could be achieved excellently through the 
martyr’s bearing witness (having in mind that “martyros” means “witness” in Greek); the martyr adds holiness to 
the place and sacralizes the space of the city, and finally of the whole political milieu. The witness is not only the 
creator of sacredness, he is also a keeper of the memory of the past. The martyr is a champion because he / she 
vanquishes the foes of God through his / her martyrdom. As a champion, he is a reminder of the glorious past; as 
a victor, he is a Defensor fidei in the present. This is a clear confirmation of God’s power under different historical 
circumstances. These ideas directed at the restoration, but only spiritual, of the Christian Empire through the Body 
of the Church. This explains the absence of any overt opposition against Ottoman power. Therefore, we find here, 
in Sofia, a conception of Byzance après Byzance of the same type as we find in Constantinople after the fall of the 
Empire, when the Ecumenical Church adopted part of the Empire’s heritage.

Key words: Christian Empire, Orthodox Christian community, veneration of neomartyrs, “martyros”, 
historical memory.
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истОРичЕская Память и ПРаВОсЛаВная ВЕРа: 
Byzance après Byzance В сОфии ПОд ОттОманским ПРаВЛЕниЕм 1
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аннотация. В нашей статье мы предлагаем пример исследования почитания новомучеников Софии 
в XVI в. и обзор относящейся к этой проблеме литературы. Мы пытаемся обсудить тот факт, что цели их 
почитания были религиозными и политическими, и эти цели были достигнуты путем экзальтации христи-
анской веры, благодаря возникновению и сохранению исторической памяти. Характер полученных резуль-
татов, однако, отнюдь не антиоттоманский, но антиисламский; почитание было призвано консолидировать 
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православную христианскую общину. Именно православное вероисповедание, а не национальная общность 
стало предметом почитания новомучеников. Усиление общины могло быть достижимым исключительно 
благодаря свидетельству свершения мученичества, ибо оно подразумевало понятие «martyros», означавшее в 
греческом языке «свидетель». Он не только наделяет святостью место и сакрализирует пространство города 
и, в конце концов, всей политической среды. Свидетель является не только творцом «освящения», но также 
хранителем памяти о прошлом. Мученик выступает победителем, потому что он или она благодаря его или 
ее мученичеству побеждает врагов Господа. В качестве его сторонника мученик служит напоминанием о 
славном прошлом; как победитель он являет собой Defensor fidei в настоящем. Это ясное подтверждение 
господнего могущества в различных исторических обстоятельствах. Такие идеи направлены на восстанов-
ление, и не только духовное, Христианской империи посредством тела Церкви. Это объясняет отсутствие 
какой-либо открытой оппозиции оттоманской власти. Поэтому мы находим здесь, в Софии, концепцию 
Byzance après Byzance («Византия после Византии») того же типа, каковой мы находим в Константинополе 
после падения Империи, когда Вселенская церковь восприняла часть имперского наследия.

ключевые слова: Христианская империя, Православная христианская община, почитание новому-
чеников, «мученик», историческая память.
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1. introduction. The Ottoman conquest 
of the Balkan Peninsula brought about a 
considerable change therein the established 
models of social life, the stratification of society 
and the conceptions regarding state power. In 
the Middle Ages, these conceptions were always 
directly related to the idea of the ruler as God’s 
lieutenant in the visible world. This figure 
and its power required a special environment, 
which was usually created through the special 
status of the capital city as a sacred space. 
For the Orthodox countries of the Byzantine 
Commonwealth, this status was a heritage from 
the tradition of Constantinople, the New Rome. 
The sacralization of space was usually achieved 
by the concentration of holiness and grace within 
the capital city. The way to obtain this holiness 
and grace was to translate to the city the relics 
of saints, who thus became celestial protectors 
and intercessors of the ruler, of his power, and 
of the whole Empire. This translatio reliquii for 
the benefit of the whole society was in fact the 
responsibility of the prince, the country’s secular 
ruler [25]. The Osmanlis having established their 
power over the Christian Balkan states, it could not 
be expected that a Muslim ruler would continue 
this tradition. For sure, the sultans aimed to affirm 
their power over their Christian subjects, and 
hence, they sought a kind of legitimation of their 
rule, and a consolidation of the people, but it was 
not possible to achieve this through this particular 
ceremony. Nevertheless, it should be said some 

translationes reliquiarum did take place in the 
early Ottoman epoch: those of the “Tărnovian” 
saints Paraskeva, Philothea and the empress 
Theophanò from Tărnovo to Vidin and then of 
the first two mentioned from Vidin to Serbia 
[22], the translation of the relics of saint John of 
Rila from the former capital to his monastery in 
Rila mountain [21]. These examples will not be 
in the center of our research, yet we should ask 
ourselves what was the goal and the meaning of 
these acts. It should be said that the Christian 
people in the Ottoman Empire needed to preserve 
and recreate their historical memory and the 
memory of the sacred power and sacred space of 
the past Christian rulers. According to E. Boeck, 
the valorization of the past employs history 
and saints as a frame for commemoration and 
sanctification of Bulgarian objects and subjects. 
Hagiographic and homiletic works contributed 
to the legitimacy of Christianity and created, 
for the sacred space, a particular aesthetics that 
would serve the political, ideological and cultural 
power [23]. These needs and memories could 
be supported by various actions. One example 
of commemoration is directly related to our 
central topic: the reverence for the neomartyrs of 
Sofia in the 16th century and the new ways and 
new meanings of the sacralization of the city’s 
space in the historical memory of Christians 
under Ottoman domination. This, in our view, 
is an example of the phenomenon that N. Iorga 
designated as “Byzance après Byzance” [26].
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2. neomartyrdom in sofia in the 
16th century. In the course of the 16th century, 
Sofia, the chief city of the Beglerbeğlik of 
Roumelia, was the location of a specific historical 
religious phenomenon: during a period of 40 years 
(from 1515 to 1555), the martyrial deaths of three 
young men of Sofia led to the consolidation of 
the local Orthodox community and to a particular 
spiritual revival. The martyrs were Saint George 
the Younger of Sofia, Saint George the Youngest 
of Sofia and Saint Nicholas the Younger of Sofia. 
Here we could mention the veneration of Saint 
George the Old, born in Sofia, according to the 
unique Greek copy of his Vita, who received the 
martyr’s crown in Adrianople on 26 March 1437 
[9, p. 405]. The latter hagiographic hero will not 
be in the focus of our present research.

The three above-mentioned Sofia martyrs, 
and their veneration, have many common traits, 
which allow us to unite them under a common 
tradition: they were young, handsome, pious, 
successful and well-placed in society, and hence 
attracted the attention of the local Muslims. 
Two of them were not from Sofia: Saint George 
the Younger was from Kratovo and Saint Nicholas 
the Younger came from Ioannina. This fact made 
their veneration more universal. The schemas 
of their martyrdoms are likewise quite similar. 
They were misled by the Muslims, who wanted to 
convert them and did so by fraud. The three young 
men were not fighters against Islam, but merely 
wanted to preserve their Christian faith. A very 
special element in the narratives is the presence, 
in every case, of a spiritual master of the future 
saint, a guide who not only prepared him for the 
martyrdom, but also encouraged him during the 
very act of martyrdom and, usually not long after, 
wrote a Vita and / or composed a divine service for 
the saint. The devotee’s master was a clergyman 
of high rank, well respected in the city and in 
good terms with the Ottoman power. The local 
authorities themselves are usually presented 
as figures reminiscent of Pontius Pilatus in the 
Gospel. We see the judge / governor, probably 
a kadi, presented as a fair and unprejudiced man 
who did not aim to destroy the young martyr or 
the local Christian community, yet conceded to the 
insistence of the Muslim rabble. The rabble was 
the real persecutor of the martyr, not the official 
Ottoman authorities. We should note one other 
trait common to the three Sofia martyrs that is 

significant for their veneration: in all cases, the 
martyr’s body was destroyed that it might not 
become a holy relic and a cult object.

All these facts leave the impression of 
a systematic approach being taken to the 
preparation of the martyrdoms and the subsequent 
veneration, an approach aiming at a precise 
effect: the creation of a local cult that would 
strengthen and consolidate the city’s Christian 
community. This could happen only through the 
memory of the imported or locally created divine 
grace, a commemoration aimed at sanctifying 
the city, strengthening the faith and making the 
city a center of piety and devotion. However, 
the hallowed space does not lead to a feeling of 
separateness and insularity with regard to the city 
or the region; the aim is to achieve a universal 
holiness. In the Christian conception, the city is not 
simply a single agglomeration but a symbol of the 
ecumenical commonwealth of the faithful people, 
conceived of in the same way as in the Liturgy. 
The city is seen as a fully universal Christian 
symbol, as it appears likewise in the Eucharist 
ritual. Its ecumenical meaning in the Orthodox 
Church is closely connected to the fact that the 
Eucharist is sacrament that could be performed 
only once a day by the same priest in the same 
church, because it recreates entirely, for the entire 
Universe, the Sacrifice of the Incarnate Logos 
through the mystical transformation of His Blood 
and Flesh in the Eucharistic communion.

The Sofia martyrdoms should be studied in 
close connection with the Balkan and Anatolian 
context. Martyrdom was a typical phenomenon 
in the Balkans under Ottoman rule during the 
16th–18th centuries [31; 30; 32; 29, p. 32–36; 34]. 
Training, inspiring, inciting, and, finally, creating a 
martyr was a widespread practice in the Ottoman 
Empire during this period. In Mount Athos, there was 
a special school for martyrs. This practice met with 
criticism, disagreement and opposition even within 
the Orthodox Church and the Christian community 
[33; 35]. It is not our aim to judge the centuries-old 
practice; in any case, its presence testifies to the 
existence of a deliberate policy aimed at an explicit 
result. That is way we would propose the working 
hypothesis that the final result of the 16th-century 
Sofia martyrdoms was focused on the recreation of a 
unified, cohesive and compact Christian community 
such as had existed in this locality for centuries 
under various historical circumstances.
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The neomartyrdoms and the Christian 
revival in 16th-century Sofia led to the creation 
of five literary works, which formed the core of 
the cultural phenomenon called the Sofia Literary 
School. Its extant literary legacy consists in:

a) Two Vitae – the Vita of Saint George 
the Younger, Martyr, of Sofia, by priest Peyo 
[2; 1; 6] 2, and the Vita of Saint Nicholas the 
Younger, Martyr of Sofia, written by Matthew the 
Grammarian, the Great Lampadarius (the person 
who carried candles in Church processions) of 
Saint Sophia Church [14; 3];

b) Two Services for the same neomartyrs. 
While the Service for Saint George the Younger 
presumably was composed by the same author [1], 
the author of the Service for Saint Nicholas the 
Younger Martyr has been proven to be a different 
hymnographer from Sofia, the monk Andrew [7; 
8, pp. 265–278];

c) The fifth work is an anonymous Eulogy 
for all Sofia martyrs [11, pp. 78–91]. It should be 
pointed out that each of the works dedicated to 
Saint Nicholas the Younger Martyr and the Eulogy 
are preserved in only one copy, as part of a single 
manuscript dating to 1564. The manuscript itself 
is preserved under № 1521 in the collection of 
the Church Historical and Archive Institute of the 
Holy Synod of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church in 
Sofia (onward CHAI 3 1521) [10, pp. 75–77; 16, 
с. 99; 15, pp. 119–120; 3, pp. 51–52; 18].

Martyrdom entailed subsequent veneration, 
which in turn required appropriate texts (vita, 
divine services and eulogies). This was a common 
practice that did not need to be guided by any 
special policy. Nevertheless, we must have in 
mind that all these events took place within a 
relatively short period of time; they involved 
the participation of high-ranking representatives 
of the clergy, who also became authors of the 
texts. We should note the case of the common 
Eulogy of Sofia neomartyrs, which testifies to 
a shared attitude to different venerations and 
formally unites them in a complex, in which they 
were presented, perceived, conceptualized and 
glorified together in the same cultural, historical 
and religious context.

These observations allow us to state that the 
cited literary works related to the neomartyrs of 
Sofia form a united, homogenous and well-focused 
complex, and were meant to serve for the recently 
established venerations. It is in this aspect that we 

can appreciate the importance of the manuscript 
CHAI 1521. It was discovered in the church of 
Saint Nicholas the Younger in the neighborhood 
of Üçbunar (Three Fountains) in Sofia, and 
subsequently was transferred to the metropolitan 
cathedral of Saint Nedelya or Saint Kyriaki (Saint 
Dominica) [12; 17, pp. 1–3; 10, pp. 77, 191; 
15, pp. 119–120; 3, pp. 51–52]. The manuscript 
was studied and partially published by the Russian 
scholar Polychrony Agapievich Syrku, who 
worked on it during his mission in Bulgaria after 
the Russian-Ottoman war (more precisely, from 
September 1878 to September 1879). The scholar 
commissioned and paid the local teacher Manol 
Lazarov, of Sofia, to copy the texts. Based on this 
source, P. Syrku published the first description of 
the manuscript and the most important works it 
contained. At present, the codex CHAI 1521 has 
288 paper folia. It can be divided into three parts. 
The first part was prepared by the calligrapher 
priest Lazar of Kratovo. The organizing factor in 
this part is the date of Saint Nicholas the Younger 
Martyr’s death, namely the 17th of May, 1555. 
The text is on ff. 41r–209r. Nicholas, a shoemaker, 
was born in the Greek town of Ioannina, in 
Epirus; the narrative about his exploit, supplied 
with the necessary liturgical texts, was added 
to the Orthodox calendar in the environment of 
already existing commemorations for the same 
day. The second part, written by another copyist, 
consists only of the common Eulogy for the 
three Sofia martyrs (ff. 202r–222r). The third 
part comprises fragments and works of various 
provenances, but gathered together as being 
all translations (from ff. 223r to the end of the 
manuscript). They come from the hand of an 
anonymous third author. The manuscript dates 
from 1564, which was explicitly indicated in 
priest Lazar’s note, written in cryptogram and 
placed after the Vita of Saint Nicholas the Younger.

The first question is whether priest Lazar 
merely used a protograph from Sofia, following it 
in his manuscript of 1564, or personally compiled 
the earlier original works. The short sequence 
of time between the creation of the texts and the 
writing of the copy testifies in favor of an existing 
protograph. The gathering together of three original 
literary works in a manuscript codex is undoubtedly 
a synthesis of the combined veneration of the three 
new martyrs of Sofia, as Ivan Snegarov proposed 
many years ago [12, p. 17]. It seems obvious that 
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the local diocese of Sofia needed liturgical and 
hagiographic texts for the veneration of the local 
saints, and manuscripts to serve that purpose. 
Martyrdom was so essential to the Christian value 
system that each new example of it was subsumed 
under the model set by the first early Christian 
martyrs. The early Christian model of martyrdom 
had a connotation that made it particularly 
appropriate for emulation in the struggle against 
pagans and other infidels.

The second problem refers to the fact 
that the only known copy of these important 
texts was prepared in Kratovo (Macedonia). 
This Macedonian town was strongly linked to 
the whole story of the 16th-century Sofia martyrs. 
The first of these, Saint George the Younger, came 
to Sofia from his birth place Kratovo. Here he 
received the martyr’s wreath on February 11, 
1515. This fact established a shared neomartyrdom 
tradition for both towns.

3. the ottoman power and the historical 
context of neomartyrdom. We have already 
indicated the ruler-related practice of the 
translation of relics and its purpose to provide 
special grace for the capital as a sacred place of 
power ([25; 20]. Also see the studies, collected 
in book: [27]). This consecration was expressed 
in particular artistic forms as well as in panegyric 
formulae. The capital cities are usually called 
“God-saved”, “God-protected”, etc., and the ruler 
is “faithful”, “pious”, “Christ-loving”. In this 
respect, we should note the very important figure 
of knez Dimiter of Kratovo, who is mentioned 
in the dedication notes of both manuscripts 
from Sofia and Kratovo, related either to the 
neomartyrs, or to Matthew the Grammarian, the 
author of the Vita of Saint Nicholas the Younger. 
In the 1562 Gospel, the scribe’s note states that the 
manuscript was prepared in мэстэ Кратово (“town 
of Kratovo”) [17, pp. 16–17]. The knez Dimiter 
himself was mentioned as a real medieval ruler: 
въ дzнии бzгочъстиваго и хтTђолюбиваго господара 
кнеsа Димитр∙а. The cited encomia usually refer 
to sovereigns, not local figures, even if wealthy 
and influential. “Christ-loving” is a typical 
royal / imperial epithet; “pious” is mostly used 
in reference to inferior titles (the tsar’s epithet 
is usually “faithful”), but is also commonly 
used for rulers. The expression “during the days 
of”, with reference to persons in power, also 
testifies to a kind of ruler’s position. We find the 

same formula in the colophon of the manuscript 
CHAI 1521. In the latter, the city is qualified in 
a manner common to the Byzantine tradition 
with regard to capitals: въ бгохранимеNˇ мэсте 
Кратове. The use of the term “God-saved” is most 
significant, as it relates to the complex Power-
and-City and to the heritage of Constantinople. 
It is also directly related to the veneration of 
Our Lady as protectress of the city; this was an 
essential part of the imperial ideology – to assert 
that the universal Empire and its capital is under 
the protection of God and the Mother of God. 
Undoubtedly, there was an obvious political 
element in the veneration of the neomartyrs, 
which could be related to knez Dimiter of Kratovo. 
In the colophon of CHAI 1562, he is mentioned as 
“knez”, which places him in the category of local 
nobles and representatives of certain Christian 
communities in Western Bulgaria and Serbia – the 
term approximates to “major”. He is mentioned 
together with the ecclesiastical head: kyr Macarius 
of the Archbishopric of the Serbian autocephalous 
Church in Peć, restored in 1557. Two years 
later, in 1564, knez Dimiter was “iconom of the 
Great Church of Iustiniana Prima” (i. e., of the 
Archbishopric of Ochrid). Some scholars believe 
that Kratovo was included in its diocese [17, 
pp. 18, 217]. In this context, the presence of knez 
Dimiter of Kratovo is a substitute for the missing 
Orthodox secular power in the literary works 
under research. For obvious reasons, we find 
mentioned only the Ottoman secular power in 
the person of the local eparch (the city governor) 
and the judge (the Ottoman kadi), who were not 
described pejoratively. The real persecutor of the 
martyrs was the Muslim rabble, not the official 
Ottoman power.

Thus, the only support the martyr obtains is 
from the Church, which represents the Christian 
people and is therefore a holder of power. This 
power should be conceived of in the perspective 
of the New Testament. It is the community of 
the faithful people and their spiritual leaders, 
representing the Church as Body of jesus Christ. 
The martyr has a spiritual father – the local 
priest, and Saint Nicholas the Younger has a 
disciple – perhaps Matthew the Grammarian 
himself. They are not only eyewitnesses but actual 
participants in the events.

The manuscript CHAI 1521 is centered on 
calendar principles (of a synaxarium type) and 
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encloses some texts related to the feasts in the 
month of May that follow the calendar day of Saint 
Nicholas the Younger (May 17). That is why the 
Vita and the Service for Saint George the Younger 
were not included in the codex. Otherwise, they 
would have been, Saint George being well known 
and venerated in his town of birth. This is one 
more reason to conclude that priest Lazar from 
Kratovo, who copied the manuscript, used an 
already prepared text matrix and did not compile 
the contents of the codex. CHAI 1521 has a very 
special content that aims to integrate the new 
commemoration of local saints, whose veneration 
appeared in a different socio-cultural context 
characterized by strong religious confrontation. 
In this respect, we have to pay attention to the 
spiritual relations between Sofia and Kratovo, 
which were long under the jurisdiction of the 
Archbishopric of Ochrid. During the first half 
of the 16th century, this archbishopric, with its 
33 local eparchies, reached its largest territorial 
spread. Obviously, the restoration of the Serbian 
Patriarchy in Peć in 1557 cut some eparchies away 
from Ochrid. Here, we shall limit ourselves to the 
observation that the neighboring regions of Sofia 
and Kratovo were under the influence of both 
ecclesiastical centers. We should also note the 
Serbian influence in Macedonia and Sofia during 
the late Middle Ages. Thus, we believe we have 
reason to study both centers – Sofia and Kratovo – 
together in the same, or similar, religious, political 
and cultural context, a substantial element of 
which was the veneration of the neomartyrs and 
the literary production related to it.

During the 16th century, the striving for 
integrity and continuity was a characteristic 
feature of the policy of the Church authorities 
under Ottoman rule. Neomartyrdom was 
obviously a factor of consolidation. We already 
mentioned the Serbian influence in Sofia and 
Kratovo, but these cities were also strongly linked 
to Ochrid. We should note the dedication of 
metropolitan cathedral churches to Saint Sophia 
the Wisdom of God in Service [4, pp. 570–575] 
and in Ochrid (pretending to be Iustiniana 
Prima). Such a dedication was relatively rare and 
demonstrated a significant political and religious 
reference, as it occurred only in capitals or in 
very important cities. Thus, we find churches 
dedicated to Saint Sophia in Constantinople, 
Thessalonica, and Kiev. This represents a 

dedication to Our Lord jesus Christ and refers 
to the Constantinopolitan model.

4. the literary texts of the cult and 
memory. The spiritual milieu in Kratovo, in 
the mid-16th century was such as stimulated the 
veneration of the Sofia neomartyrs. The veneration 
in question naturally required certain literary texts 
to be used for the commemorative cult. The Eulogy 
was a panegyric speech that aimed at an educative 
impact; it became the “best operative instrument” 
[5, pp. 5–23] in the relation between the priest and 
the people. Quite possibly, the common Eulogy 
was intended to serve as a sermon and be read 
publicly in the church on the feast day of Saint 
Nicholas in May. It should specially be noted 
that the manuscript CHAI 1521 has numerous 
marginal notes containing calculations of the 
number of years elapsed from the death of Saint 
Nicholas to the date of the writing: this was a 
significant way of keeping alive the memory of 
the martyr in the city of his martyrdom. The local 
Christian community did its best to sanctify its city 
under Muslim rule and to create a specific sacral 
space centered on fidelity to Orthodoxy and the 
maintenance of the Church, viewed as a unity of 
the people and the clergy, who all suffered together 
during the martyrdom of “the defender of the 
faith in our times”, as Saint Nicholas was called.

The Vita of Saint Nicholas relates how 
the Muslims of Sofia tried hard to prevent the 
emergence of a new local Christian cult and to 
frustrate the preservation of the saint’s memory. 
They burned Saint Nicholas’s body in order to 
make him disappear. The most respected objects 
of veneration after the death of the physical person, 
namely the relics, had to vanish completely. 
The Muslims had previously proceeded in 
the same way with George the Younger. Saint 
Nicholas’s Vita, in keeping with the historical 
situation, presented a different perspective on 
holiness. The model of holiness did not comprise 
the relics at all. Moreover, the Lives of Saint 
Georges the Younger and of Saint Nicholas made 
it clear that the deliberate burning of the body by 
the Muslims, after a series of tortures, represented 
the crown of martyrdom. The words of the 
torturers according to the Life of Saint George 
are telling: “Do not believe you will obtain any 
part of his body! We shall burn him entirely, and 
we shall scatter his ashes in the air” [13, p. 306]. 
Thus, the paradigm of holiness was fulfilled in a 
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stable city-descriptive program, in which Sofia 
played the basic role. Let us trace some of the 
most important elements of this program.

Matthew the Grammarian consciously 
strove to integrate his new work into the traditions 
of martyrology, though it was written in a new 
socio-cultural environment, under conditions 
of intense religious confrontation; he had 
broken free of the mandatory norms entailed 
by specific textual categories. He chose the 
model of projecting saintliness by taking it from 
history and situating it in the contemporaneous 
16th century, and by shifting it from the outward 
geographic location to an internal sphere of 
spiritual content. According to the hagiographic 
schema, the birthplace of the future martyr is, 
by definition, holy and pious. Sofia is the place 
raised to a higher rank in Matthew’s work, and 
compared by him to the “Promised Land”, richly 
watered, like God’s Paradise. In this schema, 
the city is an organizing dominant of the holy 
space. The hagiographic hero walks the road to 
the place of his earthly death in order to continue 
his eternal life in heaven. The description is 
distinguished by its double structure: on the one 
hand, the use of images and symbols taken from 
the Biblical semantic code, and on the other, some 
kind of historical authenticity. In the beginning 
of his description, the author places the land of 
Sredets against a broad historical and geographic 
background not only by referring to македон∙и 
(in Macedonia), as this large area of the Balkans 
was called in the literature of that period, but 
also by using the denomination “Europe” (ве-
лицеи европ∙и), the continent – the city is located 
at the intersection of the ancient Roman routes 
connecting Central Europe to Constantinople and 
the Danube to Thessalonica. Sofia was reputed 
for its natural beauties, mountains, cold springs 
and healing thermal waters. Its external beauty 
was so undeniable that it outrivaled many other 
places in Arabia, Palestine, the Roman province 
Illyricum, Egypt, and the Italian lands. But once 
again, the geographic landmarks are merely 
external projections of the internal continuum of 
the Orthodox holiness of past times. Thus, being 
aware how much Sofia excels “not in breadth and 
great buildings” but in piety, the author goes on 
to present some chronological references to early 
Christian history and those of its greatest defenders 
who had left traces in what was once called Sardikia 

(from Sardica), as well as other major examples 
taken from the Christian history of the city.

Respecting the chronological succession, 
Matthew the Grammarian offered readers a 
sacralized history of Sofia, making references 
to historical figures or realia that embodied the 
idea of Christian sanctity. This was a sure way 
to preserve the historical memory of the sacred 
place and to create a particular type of expectation 
about the future of Christianity in the Balkans. 
The first reference is to the Church Council of 
Sardica in 343, which confirmed the Nicaean 
Symbol of Faith and issued 20 rules of the Holy 
Ecumenical Christian Church. It was attended by 
distinguished Christian thinkers and ecclesiastical 
figures, including Saint Athanasius the Great, 
Bishop of Alexandria. The second reference, to 
past and present martyrdoms in Sofia, was also 
related to the city’s sacred history. While Matthew 
the Grammarian, in presenting the legend of the 
early Christian martyr Saint Therapontus of Sardis 
(who suffered in Phrygia circa AD 250–260), 
connected him to 16th-century Sofia as the place 
of his martyrdom, the reminder of Sredets as 
a holy place for the hermit Saint John of Rila 
and for the exploits of St. George the New of 
Sofia and St. George the Youngest of Sofia, was 
based on an authentic historical localization. 
The basic idea was to foster the vision of how 
ever-burning holiness had been present here since 
early Christian times and up to the time of the 
16th-century Sofia martyrs. The third reference 
was to the holy environment of the city: the 
numerous churches in Sofia and the network of 
monasteries around it, which merited the name 
of the Little Holy Mountain of Sofia. Following 
the Athonite model, the monastic agglomeration 
around Sofia reproduced a holy space as an isle of 
Orthodoxy within an alien religious environment. 
In discussing this passage from the Vita of 
Saint Nicholas the Younger, researchers usually 
argue that the author was employing hyperbole 
and idealization, mostly because Matthew the 
Grammarian spoke about “the daily erection and 
affirmation of holy churches in the city and all 
around”. However, the Vita contains something 
more important and, to some extent, symbolic: 
the allusion to the Great Holy Apostolic Church 
of God shining amidst the city. Was the compiler 
referring to a concrete church? According to his 
description, the church in question sheltered 
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the wonder-working relics of the Serbian king 
Stephen Uroš II Milutin; this fact was known to 
Silouan, the metropolitan of Sardica, who had 
transferred the relics from Trepča to Sofia in 1459. 
The same church also contained “the holy relics 
of the above-mentioned martyrs”. It was called 
the “dressed bride of Christ” and a breeder with 
“the milk of Spirit”; it beatified by means of the 
Divine light of the righteous clergy – bishops, 
priests, deacons, lectors, domestics – and by 
uninterrupted liturgy. On the one hand, the Great 
Lampadarius might have had in mind the church 
of Saint Sophia, to which he was devoted. As we 
stressed above, the original Vitae of the Sofia 
martyrs George the Younger and Nicholas the 
Younger contained references to actual loci in the 
city’s topography. Two churches are mentioned 
in the Vita of Saint George the Younger of Sofia: 
Saint Sofia and Saint Marina; indicated in the 
Vita of Saint Nicholas the Younger of Sofia is the 
church of the Ascension of Our Lord.

However, we may ask ourselves whether 
the author has not presented a general, symbolic 
depiction of the Ecclesia, the Church of Christ, 
with its most important characteristics indicated in 
the Symbol of the Faith and Orthodox ecclesiology. 
Among these are the Church as a spiritual pillow 
of the city and its Orthodox community, with the 
help of which the spatial continuum of Sofia’s 
Orthodox sanctity has once again regained its 
grounds. If this later bipolar image-symbol seems 
plausible, we may conclude that the design of 
sanctity in the Vita of Saint Nicholas the Younger 
echoes in a specific way the established Byzantine 
Orthodox concept of the Church-City, as depicted 
in iconography [28; 19; 24, pp. 39–41]. This image 
would be particularly significant for a city whose 
name is derived from the concept of Sophia, the 
Great Wisdom of God. Our assumption would 
not seem illogical, taking into account that the 
passage in question relies on three quotations 
from the Psalter and two from the Canticle of 
Canticles, reproduced literally or paraphrased. 
All these quotations praise “the courts of God, 
the abode of God, the Holy Church of God” 
(Ps 44:15, Song 4:1, 7:7, 2:5, Ps. 15:3, Ps. 83:1–2).

Holiness as a basic concept of Christian 
thought was also embodied in other Biblical topoi. 
In Matthew the Grammarian’s work, the Divine 
Grace shed upon the city of Sofia is timeless 
and continuous, as well as reproduced here and 

now, thanks to the “flourishing piety of the city”. 
The second basic concept mentioned is Upper 
Jerusalem – not in the description of the city, but 
as a final stop on the road of the hagiographic 
hero. Although this topos is formally missing, 
replaced with the medieval cliché expression 
цэсарьство, царьство небесьно¬, the allusion to 
the celestial home is present in all literary works 
from Sofia. In the Vita of St. George of Sofia, 
we should compare the especially important 
quotation from the Gospel of Matthew (5:14–15): 
пон¬же не вьз°може градь ськрити се врьхΉ гор¥ 
стЃое, ниже свэтилникь подь спóдомь полагает се, 
нь на свэщникь вьз°льгает се, да вьходещеи свэть 
видэть [2, p. 236]. In the Vita of Saint Nicholas 
the Younger, the Orthodox ideologeme relevant to 
sanctity relies on the presentation of the martyr’s 
city as a small model of God’s kingdom, of a 
God-chosen place and God’s home; there by 
the author confirms the Divine predestination of 
the hero, who, led by Divine providence and a 
guardian angel, came from elsewhere to absorb 
Sofia’s holiness and, through his suffering, to 
impart additional sanctity to the city. Matthew 
the Grammarian writes about an Ottoman city 
that was Nicholas’s birthplace and a city of his 
martyrdom, but he did not try to establish a 
similarity by using the “ruler” paradigm related 
to power. In this sense, we believe we should give 
him full credit for his original descriptive program 
regarding the city, a program that combines three 
sources: the Bible, history and legend. The verbal 
description of Sofia in the Vita by Matthew the 
Grammarian is one of the most recognizable 
creative elements in this work and an original 
contribution to hierotopy in the Balkans from the 
period of “Byzance après Byzance”.

The concrete geographic descriptions and 
the data about the natural resources of Sofia, 
the abundant historical information, were just a 
starting point for shaping the sacralized image 
of the city as a spiritual space. Hence, in the 
Vita of Saint Nicholas, the epithets range from 
designations of basic qualities to stable clichés, 
inherited from the descriptive tradition regarding 
cities in Byzantine and Slavonic literature. 
The model of praising had changed in 16th century 
hagiography with regard to the institution of ruler, 
but it preserved the connection with tradition with 
regard to fidelity to Orthodoxy. The hymnographic 
material from the Sofia literary school uses 
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two-part adjectival modifiers for the city, verbs, 
and specific stylistic-rhetorical formulas in the 
praises (encomiums) of Sofia, shaped through an 
anaphora of the imperative “Rejoice, city”, or the 
so-called heretisms. This was a favorite device 
of Old Bulgarian writers and became a major 
rhetorical convention in a number of works. It is 
worth noting that verbal formulas of that kind 
were used both in hymnographic works and in the 
anonymous Eulogy, an example of oratory prose. 
Being only one of many similarities, this feature 
demonstrates the unity of artistic principles and 
that Matthew was following Old Bulgarian models.

An important and typical feature of the 
Vitae of Sofia neomartyrs are the literary patterns 
borrowed from the evangelical narrative about the 
Passion of Our Lord jesus Christ. In the Vitae, we 
find certain narratives that repeat the Gospel story 
of the Passion: the image of the pious Christian 
who shines in youth, goodness and honor. He is 
a relatively wealthy man who enjoys the respect 
of his community. He is peace-loving and does 
not provoke the aggression of the Muslims except 
by his excellent personal qualities. It was not the 
Ottoman authorities who incited and brought about 
the tragic events, but the fanatical Muslim rabble – 
the same people who had tried to attract the young 
Christian would, in failing to do so, try to destroy 
him. The Ottoman authorities play the role of the 
Romans in the Gospel. The local governor-judge 
is presented in the role of Pontius Pilatus: he is 
aware that the martyr is innocent but finally cedes 
to the rabble. The Christian community can do no 
more than give some spiritual and moral support 
to the martyr. The people were eyewitnesses of 
his passion and afterwards kept and cared for his 
memory.

We should pay special attention to the 
question of relics. Due to the special concern 
of the Muslims, there are practically no, or very 
few, relics of the Sofia neomartyrs. In this respect 
there is, again, a similarity to the Lord’s and the 
Holy Virgin’s relics: due to the Resurrection and 
Assumption in body, we have only objects from 
jesus and Mary, and no corporal remains like 
those of other saints. Faithful Christians only 
have for their worship the Holy Places where the 
Lord and the Mother of God lived, and certain 
contact relics: the Holy Cross, the Mandilion, 
the instruments of the Passion, the Holy Veil of 
Our Lady, and other such.

Can we look for a similarity to the neomartyrs 
in this respect? To some extent, we can: we have 
almost no bodily relics, holy memory and a holy 
urban space created through a verbal image. 
This space is sanctified by the Presence of 
God that is attained by affiliation to His image 
through the saintly man’s imitation of Christ. It is 
important to note that the sacralization of space is 
a result of special and purposeful efforts. On one 
hand, there is the preparation of the future martyr 
for his martyrdom; he must thereby consolidate 
the Christian community. On the other hand, there 
is the creation of the verbal image of the city in 
the framework of the new cult’s literary works 
that point to a definite religious and political goal.

5. conclusion. We have tried to argue that 
the aims of the veneration of Sofia neomartyrs 
were religious and political, and that these aims 
were attained through the exaltation of the 
Christian faith and the creation and maintaining 
of a historical memory. The direction of the 
intended results, however, was not anti-Ottoman 
but anti-Islamic; the veneration aimed to 
consolidate the Orthodox Christian congregation. 
It is to the people of Orthodox confession, 
not to the “national” (in this period mostly 
“ethnical”) community, that the veneration of the 
neomartyrs was addressed. The strengthening of 
the congregation could be achieved excellently 
through the martyr’s bearing witness (having 
in mind that “martyros” means “witness” in 
Greek); the martyr adds holiness to the place 
and sacralizes the city space. The witness is 
not only the creator of sacredness, he is also a 
keeper of the memory of the past. The martyr 
is a champion because he / she vanquishes the 
foes of God through his / her martyrdom. As a 
champion, he is a reminder of the glorious past; 
as a victor, he is a defensor fidei in the present. 
This is a clear confirmation of God’s power 
under different historical circumstances. Thus, 
the same result is obtained as by M. Tsibranska-
Kostova the translatio of holy models: that 
of (Upper) jerusalem and of Constantinople 
for the city, and of (Lower) Mount Athos for 
the (holy) place. They are both directed at the 
restoration, but only spiritual, of the Christian 
Empire through the Body of the Church. This 
explains the absence of any overt opposition 
against Ottoman power. Therefore, we find here 
a conception of Byzance après Byzance of the 
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same type as we find in Constantinople after the 
fall of the Empire, when the Ecumenical Church 
adopted part of the Empire’s heritage.
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